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Cars have transformed from luxuries into basic necessities of everyday living. The majority of
people in Canada need vehicles to facilitate everyday activities like commuting to work, running
errands, picking up relatives, going on vacations, and many others. Without vehicles, traveling to
different places and performing errands would be challenging tasks indeed.

Many people drive their cars on a daily basis. Thus, regular car maintenance is important to ensure
that the vehicle remains in optimum driving condition. Even the most expensive car will break down
and cause headaches if it receives improper care. Owners are advised to take their cars to auto
mechanics at least once every 6 months for servicing. In other words, maintenance can help you
improve the quality of your ride and enhance driving safety.

There are several basic car maintenance procedures that can be performed by the car owner.
These measures will help the car owner avoid high service and maintenance fees. First, the owner
can start by rotating the tires every 7,000 miles to increase their lifespan and prevent irregular wear
and tear. Tires serve as the backbone of a vehicle as they add traction, braking, steering, and load
support. Additionally, tires absorb shock to create a smoother and more comfortable driving
experience.

The next important maintenance procedure is to change the car's oil regularly. The general rule of
thumb for oil changes should be once every 3,000 miles. However, recent advancements in engine
and oil technology have made the lifespan of car oils go beyond the sacred 3000-mile mark. It is
best to follow what your car manual says regarding oil changes to avoid any complications.

Expert auto mechanics also advice car owners to have their radiator flushed and refilled once a
year. Doing so removes rust and scale deposits, lubricates the water pump, removes contaminants,
and protects the radiator from rust and foamâ€”measures that help the vehicle operate more efficiently.
Car repairs are important in Edmonton because residents use their cars almost every day. Find
Subaru dealers in Edmonton that also offer car servicing to make owning a car a more pleasurable
experience.

Subaru dealers in Edmonton provide first-class services and will ensure that your vehicle can run for
thousands of miles without breaking down. They are staffed by qualified auto mechanics who have
years of experience that enable them to handle any maintenance tasks. Choose a reputable
dealership to ensure good quality car service.

On the other hand, if the car constantly breaks down, then it's time to face the music and have it
replaced. Dealerships offer a wide range of vehicles like the Subaru Edmonton residents love to
drive. For more information, please visit ConsumerReports.org
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